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June 2014 

Commencing in November 2013, DLR Group and our team have worked with Natomas Unified School District 
and their community to develop a comprehensive Facilities Master Plan and Educational Specifications for 
District facilities. The recommendations made within this document and supporting documents are a result of 
the process that included the physical assessment and educational adequacy review of 18 school campuses; 
development of assessment reports; creation of master plans, project lists and recommendations; costing; 
and educational specifications. This document and its digital data are intended to be a living “roadmap” for 
the future of Natomas USD that identifies some  “needs” and “wants” projects, along with the strategic plan 
showing how the District could address growth and provide families with continued school and educational 
program options.

DLR Group wishes to particularly thank the following participants for making this happen:

Natomas Unified School District

Superintendent Chris Evans for leadership and direction

Mark V. Covington for gathering the resources and keeping things on track

Jimmy LeGrande for his vast knowledge of the facilities

Architects of Achievement

Victoria Bergsagel for assistance on educational adequacy, community forums and educational specifications

Here’s to the future of Natomas Unified School District.

Gary J. Gery, AIA 
Program Director 

preface
Natomas UsD boarD of trUstees

B. Teri Burns 
Member

Lisa Kaplan 
Clerk

Ryan Herche  
Member

Susan Heredia 
President

Scott Dosick 
Vice President

Thank you for your leadership!
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DLR Group

 

1.1 Overview of Natomas Unified School District

Who are they and where are they going?
Natomas Unified School District is a dynamic and changing school district. One that offers 
great diversity in its demographics and options for its communities. This is a district where 
approximately one-quarter of the elementary students attend a school other than their home 
school, and one-quarter  of all NUSD students attend a charter school. 

Given these dynamics, and with the potential for a new round of growth and development as 
the building moratorium is lifted, the creation of a facilities master plan (FMP) for the District 
is crucial to the success of the future. Within this process, we have not only focused on the 
existing internal issues of facility improvements needed at each site, but viewed the external 
pressures of possible growth that can redefine the size of existing schools and the addition of 
new campuses. To provide a true roadmap for the future, the FMP focuses on the short-term 
needs of facility repair and the longer-range projects needed to transform schools or provide 
them with proper educational facilities. 

Our journey in strategic visioning for the District looked at current capacities, school attendance 
boundaries, and targeted attendance goals for sites, as well as anticipated growth upon the 
ending of the moratorium. As such, the FMP looks at the immediate future—an undetermined 
period of time prior to the start of building - and the longer term period when growth will require 
expansion. In the immediate, or transition period, the District will maximize the use of current 
capacities while providing an initial round of repairs to facilities, from HVAC upgrades to 
pavement replacement. It will also be a good time for planning for the future.

Moving into the future, the District envisions a model of educational choices and smaller school 
capacities. This will require the construction of new school campuses and the transformation 
of other sites. The maps show the District and its sites, as well as the projected growth areas 
moving forward.

1.2 Introduction

1.2.1 Purpose
With the possible lifting of a construction moratorium in the Natomas region of Sacramento, 
the Natomas Unified School District enlisted DLR Group to do a physical assessment of all 
Natomas USD facilities and prepare a facilities master plan for the District. With an eye on 
repairs, future growth, and possible school grade realignments, an overall assessment of the 
physical conditions and educational environments of facilities is critical in planning for today 
and the future of the District. The comprehensive facilities master plan shall be used by the 
District to determine the needs and projects to be completed, both short and long-term, under 
possible future District general obligation bonds, state funding or developer-based fees, as 
well as providing a roadmap and vision of school sites 10–15 years into the future. The facilities 
master plan will determine the overall costs of immediate repairs and upgrades, expanding 
and transforming school sites, and adding new school sites throughout the District, as well as 
outlining the needs and amounts for future potential funding.

The specific purpose and goals of the Natomas USD facilities master plan are as follows:

 1.  To assess the physical condition of all sites and determine the “needs” for repair and 
replacement, prioritized based on the critical nature of improvements

 2. Develop a strategic approach to growth and options    

 3.  Determine the cost of physical condition improvements on sites

 4.  To assess educational adequacy and functionality of school sites and identify shortfalls 
for future upgrading and additions

 5.  Identify major projects based on educational shortfalls, campus “wants” and potential 
campus grade shifts and realignments

 6.  Determine the costs of educational improvement and “wants”, projects 

 7.  Seek community engagement and trust of stakeholders through community outreach 
activities

	 8.		 Develop	educational	specifications	for	elementary,	middle	and	high	school	levels	

 9.  Provide an FMP that will be a living document, easily updated and changed, as well as 
easily interpreted for future project development 

 10.  Create a 15-year vision of the District’s school sites
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Natomas Unified School District is a district of choice as one of the most ethnically diverse 
districts in the nation. They offer a variety of program options, grade configurations, and charter 
schools. As a newer district, most campuses and major components of campuses are between 
six and twenty-five years of age. Natomas USD has passed two general obligation bonds 
(Measure M in November 2002 for $45,880,000 and Measure D in June 2006 for $145,500,000) 
that resulted in the construction of numerous campuses and facilities.

There is currently a construction moratorium throughout the District due to flood risks of 
unreinforced levees that surround and run through the area. This has limited District facility 
work to repairs and relocatable classroom placement; although relocatables can no longer be 
placed until the moratorium is lifted. Major congressional legislation that was passed in May 
2014 is the first step to lifting the moratorium, anticipated to occur in mid 2015. 

1.2.2 Acknowledgments to the Participants
The success of any project is dependent on the individuals participating and their commitment 
and support. In the development of an FMP, it was particularly important to not only have wide-
spread involvement from the Natomas USD community, but leadership from key members of 
the District. DLR Group thanks Natomas USD’s board members, superintendent, administrative 
staff, teachers, site administrators, parents, and students who participated by giving many hours 
to the process because of their devotion and dedication to the District. Those who participated 
are too numerous to list, but we would like to thank and acknowledge those noted below who 
made particularly outstanding contributions.

1.2.2.1 Natomas Unified School District Board of Trustees

•  Susan Heredia, President
• Scott Dosick, Vice President
• Lisa Kaplan, Clerk
• B. Teri Burns, Member
• Ryan Herche, Member

1.2.2.2 Natomas Unified School District Administration and Staff Team

• Chris Evans, Superintendent 
• Dr. Adrian Palazuelos, Associate Superintendent of School Leadership and 

Support
• William C. Young, Associate Superintendent of Administrative Services
• Doug Orr, Assistant Superintendent of Human Resources
• Cecil Duke, Assistant Superintendent of Student Services and Safety
• Mark V. Covington, Executive Director Facilities and Strategic Planning
• Carol Williams, Executive Director of Special Education
• Joel Rabin, Executive Director of Research, Data and Information Technology
• John Eick, Director of Instructional Technology
• Jim Sanders, Director of Communications
• Marnie Lynch, Director of School Leadership and Support
• Christine Smith, Director of School Leadership and Support
• Dr. Juanita Reynolds, Director of Student Services and Safety 
• Jimmy LeGrande, Director of Maintenance, Operations, and Transportation
• All members of the NUSD Maintenance and Construction Facilities Department
• All members of the Core Planning Group

1.2.2.3  Natomas Unified School District School Sites

All principals, vice principals, teachers, site classified staff and custodial staff from all school 
sites who took time to attend community forums and show us around their school sites. Their 
passion for their sites and District, as well as their vast knowledge, were invaluable in the 
process.

1.2.2.4  Natomas USD Community Members and Organizations

• City of Sacramento staff and city council members
• All members of charter school boards and leadership teams
• All school music, athletic, and other booster groups
• All parent groups
• All parents and students who participated in our community forums
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Gary Gery, AIA 
Program Director/ 

Bus Driver 
DLR Group

John Fulton 
Master Plan  

Design Assistant 
DLR Group

Paul Lewis, Associate AIA 
Field Assessor 

DLR Group

Matt Engman 
Document Development 
Assistant 
DLR Group

Chris Sparks 
Document Development 

Manager 
DLR Group

Victoria Bergsagel 
Community Outreach, Educational Facility 
Assessments and 21st-Century Learning 
Assessments 
Architects of Achievement

Chris Brown, Associate AIA 
Master Plan Lead Designer 
DLR Group

Brett Hobza, AIA 
Educational Specifications Director 
DLR Group

Jon Anderson, AIA 
Facility Assessment Manager 

and Educational Specifications 
Coordinator 

DLR Group

Kathy Milano 
Administrative Support 
DLR Group

Mark Bennett 
Field Team Assessor 
DLR Group

Renee Rose Andrade 
Graphics 
DLR Group

Brian Brown 
Facility Assessment 
Coordination 
DLR Group

Karen Cicak 
Administrative Support 
DLR Group

DLR GROUP TEAM

1.2.3 The Design Team
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1.3 Process Overview
Using a process known as the “roadmap to the future,” DLR Group developed a facilities master  
plan for the Natomas Unified School District over a period of eight months, commencing in 
November 2013. The overall process undertaken in the development of the Natomas Unified 
School District’s facilities master plan included the following steps or phases:

Step 1: Research and Discovery (also known as Pre-Planning)
This phase included extensive research of District archives and records to gather background 
information to assist in overall knowledge of the District and schools, including demographics, 
site and building plans, and recent projects. This research provided the foundation to develop 
the assessment process, as well as the overall organization of the process tasks and schedule. 
Of particular importance in this initial phase was the selection and establishment of the District’s 
core planning group and the guiding principles summit for establishing design guidelines for 
future projects.

Step 2: Facility Condition and Needs Assessments
A team of trained field assessors visited every site within the District to review, photograph 
and note physical condition deficiencies. Those observations were translated into a report 
describing the deficiency, suggested corrective action, urgency, and costs. Each school site 
was evaluated based on the observations related to pre-determined major review categories, 
overall and improvement costs. Additionally, the DLR Group design and management team 
visited all school sites in the district to study and analyze educational adequacy, equity, and 
21st-century learning opportunities for the future projects.

step 3: community Outreach
Through a series of four community forums, input was gathered from parents, teachers, 
staff, and students from every school in the District. The forums were held at two elementary 
schools, a high school, and a charter school within the District. The two hour forums included 
a presentation on today’s workplace environment and 21st-century educational trends prior to 
each school site developing and presenting their needs and wants to the forum. Each school 
site also identified their top projects for the future master plan of the school and identifying 
project repair needs. A website was produced to provide information on the process to the 
community and to gather input via an online survey.

Step 4: Master Planning
Drawing upon our community forums, physical assessments, and educational adequacy site 
walks, a comprehensive master plan document was produced for each school site. The master 
plan identifies the comprehensive repair and renovation projects, as well as new building and 
site enhancement projects. Using a project identification system tied to the guiding principles, a 
color-coded master plan identifies projects for completion on sites over the next 15 years.

Step 5: Finalization and Implementation
The final step involves the listing and final costing of facility assessment repairs, “needs,” and 
educational adequacy “wants” for all school sites. To implement these projects, a strategic plan 
will be in place looking at how to transition out of the moratorium and into a post-moratorium 
plan. This plan will outline a strategic approach as the District transitions out of the current 
building moratorium and provide short- and long-term strategic options for the elementary, 
middle, and K–8 schools.

Step 6: Educational Specifications
In a separate document to augment the facilities master plan, educational specifications provide 
more specific and detailed information about the components within the identified projects by 
defining specific facility needs required to complement the educational delivery. They were also 
created to develop consistency among similar project types from site to site to reduce inequities 
and simplify design of future projects. Educational specifications were developed through a 
series of meetings with various district staff including curriculum, facility and site administrators.
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1.4 About Natomas Unified School District

1.4.1 Composition of the District
Located in northwestern Sacramento County, Natomas Unified School District encompasses 
the City and County of Sacramento in an area that is surrounded by levees and waterways. 
Founded on a rural site on Del Paso Boulevard in the early 1960s, Natomas Unified School 
District is diverse in population, businesses and physical makeup.

As the newest neighborhood in the City of Sacramento, Natomas USD experienced annual 
population growth rates of 10 percent during mid-2000 prior to the economic recession. The 
District is home to the Sacramento International Airport and Sleep Train Arena (formerly Arco 
Arena) which is home to the National Basketball Association’s Sacramento Kings professional 
franchise. The neighborhood has a diverse collection of business parks, office centers, 
warehousing facilities and shops and restaurants.

Bounded by the Sacramento River to the south and west, and the American River to the south, 
the District is bisected by Interstates 5 (north-south) and by Interstate 80 (east-west), which 
creates distinct areas within the Natomas community. The District’s rapid growth is, in part, due 
to its close proximity to the Interstates for commuters to downtown Sacramento (only five miles 
away) and to the San Francisco Bay Area (ninety miles west).

1.4.2 The District Today
Today, Natomas Unified School District serves its students with school facilities that were built 
primarily in the 1990s and 2000s along with some 1980’s school sites. Most of the campuses 
continue to look and feel new and modern through regular maintenance and architecture that 
is clean and simple. The neighboring districts of Twin Rivers, Sacramento City, and San Juan 
are comprised of older schools and campuses that require significant modernization which 
positions Natomas USD well in attracting students to cross borders with inter-district transfers.

Despite the newer facilities, today’s changing educational and technology landscapes are 
bringing challenges to the District. The new common core instruction and the embracing of 
21st-century learning, brings a new vision of the classroom environment moving forward that 
requires adaptation of existing facilities for this new model. Additionally, even the newest District 
schools will face the need to refresh in the next 15 years.

One of the biggest challenges today that threatens the District, is the new face of competition 
and choice in education. Today, more than ever, a public school district needs to market itself 
to retain and expand its student base. Natomas USD has embraced the challenge of today’s 
education landscape by providing various educational options, including six active charter 
schools. Natomas Unified is the home of some of the best educational and athletic programs 
in the Sacramento region and, in some cases, the state and nation. The District and its various 
schools are recognized for educational programs such as the IB program, science excellence, 
drama, music, and band programs. Natomas USD High Schools’ athletics continue to produce 
winning and successful programs in everything from football to track. 
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Today’s more informed parents and students are seeking out the best in academics and 
athletics. The increase in popularity of charter schools allows the District to draw students from 
outside the district. Additionally, the District’s newer state-of-the-art facilities with top-notch 
education and athletics attract students to Natomas USD because they are seeking better 
options. 

1.4.3 Vision of Natomas USD

All NUSD students graduate as college and career ready, 
productive, responsible, and engaged global citizens

1.4.4 Goals of Natomas USD
1.  Increase student success in ELA, math, science, and literacy

2.  Prepare students to be college and career ready

3.  Engage parents and families to support student success in school

4.  Create safe and welcoming learning environments where students attend and are 
connected to their schools

5.  Recruit, hire, train, and retain high quality staff who are committed, collaborative, caring, 
and exemplary

1.4.5 Core Beliefs of Natomas USD
1.  Staff must be committed, collaborative, caring, and exemplary

2.  Our diversity is a strength

3.  Disparity and disproportionality can and must be eliminated

4.  Every student can learn and succeed

1.4.6 Commitments of Natomas USD

Every student can learn and succeed.
• We will ensure every student will learn and succeed.
• We will dedicate differentiated resources based on diverse and unique student and family 

needs.
• We will engage our families and community as partners for student success.

Disparity and disproportionality can and must be eliminated.
• We will eliminate the achievement gaps.
• We will utilize data to identify and eliminate disparity and disproportionality.

AT A GLANCE
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• We will increase access and raise expectations.

Our diversity is a strength.
• We will recruit, hire, and retain diverse staff.
• We will champion options and choices for our students.
• We will differentiate instruction and programs to meet the needs and potential of each 

student.
• We will provide services that meet the diverse needs of our parents and families.
• We will break down barriers and promote cultural understanding.

Staff must be committed, collaborative, caring, and exemplary.
• We will commit to on-going professional development, support, and accountability.
• We will institute collaborative work practices.
• We will value and acknowledge exemplary performance.
• We will demonstrate caring through responsive and quality customer service.
• We will maintain a culture of accountability.

1.5 District Growth and Enrollment
Natomas Unified saw significant growth and population increases in the 1980s and through 
the early 1990s causing enrollment to swell. This was the era of unprecedented growth for 
the District with the construction of numerous schools. The decade of the early 2000s saw 
continued growth until it leveled off from 2008 to 2013 at just over 13,000 students. With an 
increase of 600 students in 2013/2014, current projections show 14,878 students by 2019/2020.

The District continues to have discussions on the grade configuration of the District schools in 
an effort to maintain options. 

Note: All enrollment projection numbers shown in the Facilities Master Plan are estimates and 
subject to revision. Enrollment history, projections, and demographic information is provided by 
Schoolworks.

1.5.1 Enrollment Summaries of Local School Districts
Largest school districts in Sacramento Valley and northern San Joaquin Valley areas based on 
enrollment (as of 2013/2014):

	 1.	 Elk	Grove	Unified	School	District	 62,499

	 2.		 San	Juan	Unified	School	District	 49,035

	 3.	 Sacramento	City	Unified	School	District	 47,031

	 4.	 Stockton	Unified	School	District	 39,486

	 5.	 Twin	Rivers	Unified	School	District	 31,122

	 6.	 Lodi	Unified	School	District	 30,256

	 7.	 Manteca	Unified	School	District	 23,079

	 8.	 Folsom-Cordova	Unified	School	District	 19,356

	 9.	 Natomas	Unified	School	District	 13,042

1.5.2  Natomas Unified School District Enrollment History
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1.5.3 Elementary School Enrollment History and Projections

SCHooL
HIStoRy PRoJECtED

2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 2014–15 2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20
American Lakes 569 522 495 501 507 508 499 497 509 495

Bannon Creek 625 643 578 606 589 602 603 602 578 599

H. Allen Hight 750 740 775 703 726 733 760 758 796 841

Jefferson 562 483 479 480 494 520 514 530 540 560

Natomas Park 930 860 962 943 951 961 967 957 967 1,007

Two Rivers 586 588 528 583 566 549 532 531 534 567

Witter Ranch 981 944 893 921 899 880 881 871 831 865

Heron K-8 819 837 891 1,049 1,066 1,093 1,094 1,084 1,078 1,062

totALS 5,822 5,617 5,601 5,786 5,798 5,846 5,850 5,830 5,833 5,996

1.5.4 Middle School and High School Enrollment History and Projections 

SCHooL
HIStoRy PRoJECtED

2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 2014–15 2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Natomas Middle* 947 938 780 876 760 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD

Natomas Gateway* … … … … 180 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD

totALS 947 938 780 876 1,095 1,392 1,414 1,139 1,094 1,128
* Natomas Gateways Middle School (NGMS) is slated to open August 2014. Future enrollment projections for NGMS and Natomas Middle School are marked as 
TBD and will be revised and amended in subsequent FMP updates

Inderkum High 1,623 1,555 1,555 1,574 1,605 1,665 1,728 1,828 1,916 2,017

Natomas High 1,297 1,212 1,094 1,077 1,115 1,121 1,165 1,174 1,206 1,246

Discovery High 146 146 139 178 179 188 192 199 203 220

totALS 3,066 2,913 2,788 2,829 2,899 2,974 3,085 3,201 3,325 3,483

1.5.5 Charter Schools Enrollment History

SCHooL
HIStoRy

2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14
Leroy Greene Academy … … 202 328

Natomas Charter 1,304 13,65 1,398 1,492

NP3 Middle 433 495 493 502

Westlake Charter 355 459 565 585

NP3 High 403 479 507 542
Westlake Charter 
Middle … 56 108 212

TOTALS 2,495 2,854 3,273 3,661

1.6 Research and Information Gathered
In an effort to develop a more in-depth insight and knowledge of the Natomas Unified School 
District and their various facilities to assist in assessments and master planning, the DLR Group 
team worked with the NUSD staff to research and gather the following information from 
archives.

• Construction drawings for various projects at school sites
• Enrollment history and projections for each school site
• Existing district school boundaries
• District educational initiatives and strategic plan
• District	educational	specifications
• Plans of projected projects 
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2.1 The Core Planning Group
The Core Planning Group (CPG) was established as the interface between the design team 
and the district in the development of the facilities master plan. The purpose of the CPG is to 
provide recommendation for the development of the FMP with regards to areas to concentrate 
on and future designs. The CPG was comprised of a diverse mix of district administrators, site 
principals and teachers, facility and maintenance staff, community members, one board trustee 
member, and the superintendent. 

While meeting at key intervals throughout the process, the CPG provided guidance as the 
“voice of Natomas” to the design team, from assessments to master planning of sites. The 
initial meeting of the CPG provided an opportunity for the members to express their areas of 
concerns, goals, and objectives for the development of the facilities master plan. The strategic 
goals established by the CPG are as follows:

2.1.1 Natomas USD Strategic Goals
• Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment: Design, implement, evaluate, and improve 

instructional programs to ensure every student meets or exceeds the district standards.
• Personnel: Recruit, select, develop, and retain the highest quality staff.
• Student Services: Design, implement, evaluate, and improve programs and services to 

ensure success for each student.
• Facilities and Equipment: Provide and maintain a safe, clean, sustainable, and attractive 

environment that promotes student learning and fosters student, staff, and community  
pride.

• Technology: Provide and maintain equitable access to the appropriate technology 
necessary to educate students and to support the work and development of staff.

• Educational Options: Design, implement, evaluate, and improve access to distinctive, 
quality educational options that meet the needs of each student, family, and the community. 

• Family and Community Partnerships: Design, implement, evaluate, strengthen, and 
improve partnerships that support the goals and objectives of the school and district. 

• Fiscal Integrity and Efficient and Effective Operation of the District: In alignment with 
the strategic plan, design, implement, evaluate, and improve a transparent and sustainable 
process	to	ensure	that	human,	financial	and	capital	resources	are	efficiently	and	effectively	
allocated.

We acknowledge and thank the following members for their participation with the CPG:

• Chris Evans, NUSD Superintendent
• Lisa Kaplan, NUSD Trustee
• Mark Covington, NUSD Executive Director of Facilities and Strategic Planning

2.2  Establishing the Guiding Principles for Design
On January 13, 2014, members of the core planning group, along with additional district and 
community members invited by the District, came together with the DLR Group team at the 
“Guiding Principles Summit” to discuss the goals and objectives to be embodied in the design 
of all future Natomas Unified School District projects. Following an introduction of the facilities 
master plan process, Gary Gery lead a presentation to participants that highlighted the current 
trends in educational design and included a video of the development of the guiding principles 
for the DLR Group who designed Marysville Getchell High School in the state of Washington.

Integral to the discussions on setting design principles was the review of Natomas Unified’s 
strategic goals, which represents the overall goals of the District related to their educational 
mission. A major objective in the development of the guiding principles is to provide a 
connection and relevance with the strategic goals.

After a review of sample guiding principles developed by other school districts, the participants 
were divided into four smaller groups and asked to think about the goals and objectives they 
considered critical to the success of the district for the future projects, while framing them in the 
context of the strategic goals. Through facilitation by the DLR Group team of Gary Gery, Jon 
Anderson, and Renee Rose, each group prepared their ideas. The list of ideas and goals were 
then compared and consolidated to develop five major guiding principles with similar supporting 
ideas.

Those five guidelines included collaboration, community, safety/security, 
sustainability, and technology. The DLR Group team then took the notes and ideas 
collected at the summit and developed final written guiding principles for design, which were 
distributed, reviewed, edited, and approved by the District. These principles, provided below, 
function as the centerpiece of the facilities master plan developed for each school site in 
Natomas Unified School District.

2.2.1 Natomas Unified School District  
Guiding Principles for Design

Guiding principles are integral to the work of master planning and school facility design. They 
assist designers and school leaders to focus their work, and clarify important decisions when 
individual interests come in conflict with overall goals. The guiding principles below will provide 
ongoing design direction as NUSD makes important educational, architectural and community 
decisions.

Collaboration
• Provide	a	variety	of	spaces	and	furnishings	that	are	flexible	and	adaptable	to	support	

collaborative teaching and learning
• Create an environment that provides for engagement of students, staff and the community 

in comfortable and challenging settings
• Provide	a	variety	of	outdoor	spaces	that	are	natural,	flexible	and	engaging	for	learning	and	

socialization

Community
• Our schools will be the hub of the community
• Provide aesthetics that are colorful, attractive, open, and inviting to promote a sense of 

school and community pride
• Embrace the community and provide an environment of partnership, involvement, 

engagement, and safe exchange of ideas
• Provide	community	accessible	facilities,	from	fields	to	community	based	art

Safety/Security
• Provide environments that embrace change and where students, staff, and community feel 

safe —physically, emotionally, socially, and academically
• Strive to continually upgrade and improve existing facilities, equipment, and programs as 

well as provide for adequate and continuing maintenance and support
• Provide a secure but welcoming and attractive campus environment, from street to entry to 

interior of campus, for the Natomas community

Sustainability
• Embrace our environment and enhance the school experience through use of outdoor 

spaces, natural lighting and enduring well-maintained facilities
• Reduce operational costs while being good stewards of the environment through proven 

sustainable measures, such as solar and drought resistant landscaping

Technology
• Provide facilities that are focused and infused with 21st-century technology on a broad 

scale to support collaboration and community
• Anticipate	the	future	of	technology	and	the	ability	to	be	flexible	and	adaptable	to	changes	of	

programs, population, and technology
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2.3 Community Outreach

2.3.1 Introduction
During February and March of 2014, a total of four community forums were held at various 
schools to gather thoughts, information, and input from the greater Natomas Unified community 
with regards to “wants” and “needs” at each school site. These forums were not only a valuable 
source of information to develop the school site master plans, but served as a conduit for 
open and transparent communication between the district and the community. The successful 
implementation of a facilities master plan requires not only the guidance of strong leadership, 
but the trust and support from the District community.

It is particularly critical to allow for the “voices” of the community to be heard, if the District 
intends to seek approval of a future bond measure, which will be critical to the long range 
success and implementation of the FMP. This open and transparent communication begins 
with the forums and will be fostered through District communications, meetings and websites to 
allow people to continue to be heard. 

2.3.2 Community Forums

2.3.2.1  The following is a summary of community forum meeting dates, location 
and school participants:

MEETING #1

Date: February 3, 2014

Location: Jefferson Elementary School

Schools Attending: American Lakes Elementary School

Bannon Creek Elementary School

Natomas High School

Natomas Middle School

NP3 Middle School

NP3 High School

Two Rivers Elementary School

Westlake Charter School

MEETING #2

Date: February 5, 2014

Location: Natomas Park Elementary School

Schools Attending: Bannon Creek Elementary School

H. Allen Hight Elementary School

Heron K-8 School

Inderkum High School

Leroy Greene Academy

Natomas High School

Natomas Middle School

Natomas Park Elementary School

2 3

4 5 86 7

1

9
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MEETING #3

Date: March 17, 2014

Location: Natomas High School

Schools Attending: Discovery High School

Heron K-8 School

Natomas High School

Witter Ranch Elementary School

MEETING #4

Date: March 19, 2014

Location:  Natomas Charter School

Schools Attending: Natomas Charter School

Star Academy

NP3 Middle School

NP3 High School

Leroy Greene Academy

 ADDITIONAL MEETING (District Staff Only)

Date: March 13, 2014

Location: District Office Staff Development Center

Attending: District and site special education teachers and administrators
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2.3.2.2 Determining the Participants

The community outreach process began by establishing four forum meetings, spread out 
across the District. Each forum was open for attendance by anyone in the District and not 
restricted to schools in that area. As such, it was attended by principals, vice principals, 
teachers, administrators, PTC representatives, booster club representatives, athletic 
department representatives, parents, and students. 

2.3.2.3 Meeting Goals Defined

The goals of the Community Forum meetings were as follows:

1. To develop a list of project needs for each site, such as physical repair and replacement 
issues, to identify bigger picture campus desires and wants to transform and revitalize 
each campus looking 15 years into the future. 

2. The FMP is the “roadmap” to show the District what should be done on each campus to 
meet physical condition needs and educational and functional wants and desires and at 
what cost. 

3. Identify the top projects for site priority for consideration as initial projects of the FMP once 
funds become available and the building moratorium is lifted. 

2.3.2.4 The Meetings

Each meeting began with an introduction by Mark Covington representing Natomas USD, and 
acknowledgment to the participants before it was turned over to the DLR Group team. Gary 
Gery and Jon Anderson of DLR Group provided an introduction of the design team and an 
overview of the FMP process and the goals for the meeting related to the FMP. 

Victoria Bergsagel of Architects of Achievement then provided a slide show that looked at 
education today, research and the environments of the workplace, including Google, the top 
choice for “where people would want to work today.” She then showed a series of photos of the 
current design trends in educational facilities and concluded by outlining the guiding principles 
for the District.

Each school was then tasked to discuss their school’s “needs” and “wants” and write down all 
their thoughts onto large post-it notes and the “student voice” was emphasized for the process. 
They were also encouraged to check in at other schools to review their comments and provide 
any additional thoughts to their sites. Each school group was to conclude the activity by 
prioritizing their top three projects prior to presenting their priorities with explanations of their 
importance to the entire forum. 

The comments from each school have been captured and are included with the individual 
school site summaries in Chapter 4 of this report. Our thanks to everyone who participated in 
the process. 
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2.4 Summary of Forum Comments
The specific comments made on each site during the four community forums are included in the 
site’s master plan summary. The following is a list (in no particular order) of similar comments 
that were most frequently voiced by each site during the process:

• Replace portables with new construction
• Improve lighting and increase day lighting
• Provide parent community center/outside community meeting space
• Improve	parking	and	drop-off	traffic	flow	
• Improve and/or add security, fencing, gates, and cameras
• Develop	and	open	up	classrooms	to	be	more	flexible,	collaborative,	and	adaptable
• Paint classrooms
• Add and improve restrooms
• Provide new gymnasium or separate multi-purpose room and cafeteria
• Upgrade technology
• Provide student work spaces and white boards
• Improve	play	fields
• Add, expand, and improve locker facilities
• Provide for more indoor-outdoor connections and exterior learning spaces
• More “color” on campuses
• Provide science labs at elementary schools
• Need gardens and greenhouses for outdoor learning
• Improve function and size of libraries to include meeting rooms and more technology
• New	furniture	that	is	more	comfortable	and	flexible

2.5 Participant Comments
At the conclusion of each forum meeting, participants were asked to take a comment card and 
write down the idea that was on their mind regarding the meeting and issues discussed and 
provide a comment they wanted heard but may have been reluctant to share. All comments 
have been captured and were reviewed in the planning process. 

2.6 Website
In February of 2013, a website dedicated to the Natomas Unified School District’s facilities 
master plan was developed and launched. The stand-alone site has the website address of  
www.natomasusdmasterplan.com and is also linked to the District’s web page.

The site was established to provide information on the process to the community and allow for 
the community input. The site contains a listing of meetings and upcoming events, archives of 
meeting minutes, community forum videos, and results of the master planning process. A key 
component of the site is an on-line survey that allows the community to provide input on their 
schools for consideration in master planning. The survey questions are:

1. Tell us what you like about your school.

2. Tell us what improvements you would like to see.

3. What is most important to you about your school facility?

The responses to the survey have been gathered and separated per school, and were reviewed 
in the planning process.
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2.7 Additional Outreach
In addition to the community forums and website, the District reached out to the Natomas 
Community by attending PTA meetings and distributing flyers to publicize the process and 
encourage participation in taking the survey. A summary of few of the frequently occurring 
comments are captured on this page in the graphic below.

i was  
pleased that 

our needs lists 
were geared 
to benifit our 

students.
Use the school 
as a hub for 

the community.

thanks  
for taking our 

individual 
ideas into 

consideration.

conduct a meeting 
again informing 

us of the decisions 
that are made and 

why.

it will still boil 
down to the 

available money 
in order to 

implement ideas.

i hope you 
heard what 

we need and 
will make it 

happen.

safety is a  
big concern.

Please keep 
teachers in 
the loop as 

decisions are 
made.

We  
appreciate 
your time in 

hearing what 
we need!

i am  
excited that 

NUsD is 
looking for 
upgrades.

Comments of Community Support Comments of Community Concern
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3
strategic plan
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3.1 The Strategic Plan

3.1.1 Introduction
A critical element of the facilities master plan is the determination of potential growth patterns in 
the District. Of particular concern is the impact of growth on elementary schools and how this 
may affect potential future school sites and proposed grade level conversions.

Growth in the District has been minimal in recent years because of the building moratorium 
placed on new construction in the Natomas area by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA). Current FEMA flood maps show the entire Natomas District in a virtual 
“no-build” status. Information provided to the District by the City of Sacramento indicates that 
discussions are underway and conditions and approvals seem to be lining up properly for the 
five-year building moratorium to be lifted. All signs indicate that the moratorium will be lifted 
in the next 12–18 months, with some reports indicating it could be lifted as early as the end of 
2014. 

Even though new housing starts have been halted, the District has still experienced a 5.7 
percent rise in its student population in the 2013–14 school year. When the moratorium is lifted 
and residential construction resumes, the rise in student population may be more dramatic. 
The adjacent map indicates where known residential projects will occur when the moratorium 
is lifted and the number of individual residential units that are expected to result from each 
development over the next six years as the developments are built out. 

Note: Conservative 
projections based on City 
of Sacramento Community 
Development estimates 
established during 
moratorium
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3.1.3 Part 2: Post-Moratorium Plan
Staff also presented the Board of Trustees with three different options for a long-term strategic 
plan — the post-moratorium plan — primarily to be employed after the lifting of the building 
moratorium. 

3.1.3.1 Post-Moratorium Plan

The three post-moratorium plan options considered by the Board of Trustee are generally 
summarized as follows:

The first option that trustees considered emphasized that through year-round schooling, 
elementary schools could serve more students. This option built on families’ current interest in 
neighborhood clusters and schools, and would allow continued parent options at large schools 
by expanding school capacity and moving schools to multi-track schedules. In alignment 
with stakeholder input, portable replacement would take place.  Portable replacement would 
eventually include new, permanent, larger buildings being constructed to maintain large-school 
capacity.  

The second option would utilize almost annual boundary shifts and portables to expand current 
school capacity to meet the needs of growth and parent options. In alignment with stakeholder 
input, portable replacement would take place.  Portable replacement would include more costly, 
larger, permanent buildings to keep school capacity large.

The third option was selected by the Board of Trustees and creates three choices for parents/
families. This plan creates two TK–12 feeder patterns where families can chose to go to 
neighborhood schools from transitional kindergarten to graduation. This plan also creates a 
system of TK–8 options for families, limiting the number of transitions students have to make 
during their student’s TK–12 education. This plan also embraces the charter school options 
available currently in Natomas Unified. A goal of this plan includes building new campuses and 
decreasing the overall capacity of some of Natomas Unified’s largest elementary schools (over 
time).  In alignment with stakeholder input, portable replacement would take place.  Portable 
replacement would occur over time, but would include updating schools with smaller, 21st 
century permanent classroom buildings that would allow (over-time) Natomas Unified to create 
smaller elementary, K-8 schools and develop middle schools.

The trustees, after thoughtful consideration and discussion, have chosen the third option as the 
direction the District will move after the lifting of the building moratorium.

3.1.2.2 Expanded Post Moratorium Plan Description

The post moratorium plan will create TK–12 feeder patterns, K–8 options, and supports the 
current charter school options. In essence, Natomas Unified will provide more schools, more 
programs, and more options for students and families. The hallmark of this plan is that it 
establishes an increased number of K-8 options that will include a facilities upgrade for Heron 
K-8, a repurposed and renovated Bannon Creek K-8 facility, and a redesigned H. Allen Hight 
K-8 School.

3.1.2 Part 1: Transitioning Out of the Moratorium
The first part of the strategic plan — the transitioning out of the moratorium plan – is what could 
happen immediately for the District to respond to the current student population growth during 
the period when the building moratorium remains in effect. While everyone is optimistic the 
moratorium will be lifted soon, it is possible that it will continue for as many as two more years, 
perhaps longer as, conceivably, the bureaucracy grinds forward more slowly than expected 
regarding the area’s flood protection issues.

The critical hurdle during the transitioning out of the moratorium plan is that the Division of 
the State Architect (DSA) has adopted a policy that does not allow the placement of portable 
buildings in flood plain areas without having significant flood protection measures in place. 
Even at the recent 5.7 percent growth rate, the District student population will continue to strain 
existing facilities, particularly at several elementary schools that are currently at or beyond their 
capacity.

3.1.2.1 Transitional Plan

In 2014-2015 Natomas Unified must begin to limit transfers due to school capacity.  The 
transition out of the moratorium will include Natomas Unified executing any one of a 
combination of the following: limiting transfers, making boundary adjustments and/or moving 
schools to a multi-track, year round education (YRE) schedule.  As stated before, this transition 
could last two or more years.  Boundary and YRE discussions will start in 2014-2015.
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The combination of the short-term transitioning out of the moratorium plan and the longer- 
term post-moratorium plan will require the most financial commitment from the District over 
time but still addresses shorter term 5-, 10- and 15-year facility needs, improvements and 
modernization. Another benefit of this option is that it creates a logical and straightforward 
system of feeder schools and patterns for District schools while keeping options open to District 
families for charter school attendance.

The map on the adjacent page shows potential future school sites in the Natomas District 
and is an indication of the District’s school composition after full implementation of the post 
moratorium plan.

The individual school master plans shown in Section 4 of this report are a blending of the 
transitional period plan and post moratorium plan chosen by the Trustees as the District moves 
into the future, transitioning out of the moratorium and moving into a new era of expansion 
and construction. As such, there is a combination of planning for immediate needs and facility 
upgrades while keeping an eye on long-term site development concepts to properly maintain 
the desired course for the future of the Natomas Unified School District.

Additional highlights and specifics of the post moratorium plan will include:

• Redesigning Natomas Middle School and H. Allen Hight into a state-of-the-art school with a 
face lift that would include new music/band areas and modern-world language and science 
labs. These changes will decrease capacity but will build stronger academic programs 
and opportunities for student success aligned with the major elements of the International 
Baccalaureate program, which includes music, 21st-century science classrooms, and 
modern-world language labs to meet the diverse needs of a global society. Shrinking Heron 
K-8 School over time to a smaller student population that is better suited to the facility’s 
footprint while upgrading facilities to create a modern K-8 school experience that includes 
modern science and technology labs and a middle school wing

• Establishing smaller capacity targets for schools, particular the District’s larger elementary 
schools 

• Establishing a pattern of portable replacements and/or removal resulting in smaller 
permanent buildings with smaller costs at each updated school site 

• Building a state-of-the-art middle school at North Pointe and building a permanent site for 
Natomas Gateways Middle School 

• Providing parents with TK-6 options, TK-8 options and redesigned middle schools, while 
preserving the ability to have TK-5 and 6-8 discussion when appropriate 

• Buying new property and building additional elementary schools as appropriate 
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sites



Step 2: Facility Condition and Needs Assessments
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4.1 Introduction
The master planning phase of the process is where all the work from the first three phases 
comes together. This is where we account for all the information that was gathered, from the 
four community forums to all the physical condition and educational adequacy site walks, 
and translate that information into a master plan for each specific school site within Natomas 
Unified. The master plan is a comprehensive look at each site and what is envisioned for the 
future. It is also a reality check on the physical conditions of some schools and the realistic 
expectations for the school’s future. It is the phase where creativity soars and possibilities 
abound.

4.2 Facility Assessments

4.2.1 Introduction
The assessment of facilities is a critical step in development of the facilities master  plan. 
In the case of Natomas Unified School District, it is particularly crucial due to the various 

campus options, charter schools and the building moratorium that prevents new construction. 
The overall physical assessment of each school to identify repair and upgrade needs while 
assigning costs and urgency to those needs was a major concern of the District moving forward 
with the FMP in order to understand the magnitude of cost to modernize facilities.

However, physical assessments are just one measure of the condition and adequacy of a 
school site. In order to get a true understanding of each school site, an educational adequacy 
and functional needs analysis must be done. In performing the educational and functional 
assessments, a team of DLR Group designers and 21st-century educational specialists 
separately walked the schools to evaluate sites for their functional performance and 
21st-century learning environment opportunities.

4.2.2 Process Overview
A thorough and accurate facility assessment relies on both an organized structure and a 
detailed process in which the quality and reliability of data are priorities. This approach on 
the FMP for Natomas USD allowed us to systematically acquire precise information from the 
appropriate source, therefore enabling us to produce reports that will be valuable to the District. 
The process is outlined in the following steps: 

Step 1: Internal Kick-Off Workshop
The process began with a meeting between DLR Group team and the NUSD staff and 
management to review expectations and set a schedule for key events including: 

• NUSD maintenance staff interviews and surveys for building, mechanical, electrical, 
plumbing and technology systems

• Process, and meetings schedule
• Initial pre-test assessment
• Field assessment training orientation 
• Inspection of all properties
• Database development requirements
• Final assessment report content

Step 2: Staff Interviews and Surveys
To understand the characteristics of each property beyond what is recorded in existing archive 
materials, DLR Group team interviewed knowledgeable NUSD staff and provided them surveys 
to capture their input and perspective. Those staff members included numerous representatives 
from maintenance, operations and planning lead by Director of MOT, Jimmy LeGrande.

Step 3: Pre-Test
Test the Process. As each client is unique, so is the desired reporting and eventual 
assessment plan. Using iPads, criteria were developed to test the stated parameters prior to 
sending assessment teams into the field. The “DRAFT” inspection process and database was 
tested at Witter Ranch Elementary School to do the data entry, and prepare reports as though 
we were performing this for every site. 

The pre-test report was evaluated and discussed with NUSD to determine “did we get there?” 
This allowed us the final check to verify that we were: looking at all the systems we needed 
to; got meaningful results; and gathered the information to make a long-term strategic plan. 
The database and inspection protocols were then modified, prior to training and deploying 
assessment teams.

Step 4: Internal Kick-Off Workshop Field Assessment Team Training
The final tested and validated assessment criteria, along with the site plan and floor plan for 
each specific site being assessed was then loaded onto the assessor’s iPad. 

DLR Group assessment teams went out into the field as a group to be trained on what to look 
for, how to evaluate what they saw and how to record consistent data that will adhere to the 
inspection system requested by NUSD based on our pre-test. The training provided detailed 
instruction on all observable systems and possible repair conditions, as well as instruction on 
how to record quantity information and repair conditions, photographing and cataloging, writing 
descriptive narratives, and evaluating equipment ages.

Step 5: Field Physical Facility Assessments
All of Natomas Unified’s sites were assessed with NUSD staff attending. For consistency, the 
system clearly defines the system components to evaluate and quantify, along with the repairs 
to restore the system or component to optimal condition. 

Property Characteristics: An inventory of all building systems to quantify each system 
component as a count, an area, a length, and/or a height as appropriate so costs could be 
assigned

Current Condition: An assessment of the current condition of each system component 
and a determination of the level of repair necessary to restore system components to optimal 
condition 

Urgency of Repairs: Defined on a scale from 0–3, with 3 being an immediate urgency, a 
time frame for repairs/replacement of items and building systems
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4.3 Educational Adequacy Assessments
A second site assessment for this critical component was performed for this evaluation by 
the DLR Group designers and educational specialists Chris Brown, John Fulton, Gary Gery, 
and Victoria Bergsagel of Architects of Achievement. The reviews concentrated on concepts 
such as 21st-century learning environments and opportunities for creating those spaces within 
existing schools, as well as space adequacy, functionality, and flow. 

Another measuring stick for the educational functionality of schools was the California 
Department of Education design standards, which provide a minimum basic guideline for school 
facilities. In addition to those standards, the educational specifications developed within this 
process served as yet another measure specific to the schools in NUSD, as well as issues such 
as site equitability. The results of the assessments were to identify deficiencies for inclusion into 
the site specific master plans to provide upgrades to each school site as needed. The following 
components were reviewed and considered:

• Room types provided
• Room sizes and capacities
• General	functionality	and	flow	
• Administrative	offices-size	adequacy	and	flow
• Numbers, functionality and size of classrooms
• Library and media centers—size adequacy and layout
• Assembly spaces—size adequacy and support facilities
• Physical education spaces, including gymnasiums, weight rooms and locker rooms
• Cafeterias and performing arts facilities
• Specialty classrooms, such as art, music, and CTE spaces
• Outdoor learning and gathering spaces
• Outdoor	fields	and	courts	provided
• Fencing,	parking	and	traffic	flow	wayfinding

4.3.1 Guiding Principles of Design
With the previous establishment of the guiding principles, each site was evaluated for 
conformance and opportunities to adhere to those standards, including:

• Safety and security
• 21st-century learning opportunities
• Outdoor learning opportunities and overall environments
• Community orientation
• Collaboration opportunities available 
• Sustainability 

4.4 Sustainability
Sustainability opportunities were noted within the assessments while guidelines were 
developed within the development of educational specifications. A major source of operational 
expenses, as well as the comfort of users, an emphasis was put on the identification of the 
existing facility systems and components that were inefficient and uncomfortable. Areas 
reviewed included: 

• Building orientation and shading elements
• Type of windows, exposure and overhangs
• Mechanical	equipment	age	and	efficiency
• Lighting systems and functionality 
• Envelope	design,	such	as	windows,	roofing,	and	insulation
• Daylighting of spaces
• Presence and opportunity for solar power

4.5 Facility Physical Condition Needs Assessment 
Summary and Observations:  Impressions of 
Natomas Unified School District 

The Natomas Unified School District consists of school facilities that are fairly new and range in 
age from 5 to 25 years. The District has done a good job to maintain their facilities, both inside 
and out, including modernization projects at some sites. However, the reduction of state funding 
for school facilities, the inadequate funding provided under modernization programs and the 
elimination of the deferred maintenance program funding by the state has left a larger gap for 
repair and upgrading of facilities. 

The reality is that requirements for 21st-century schools, with technology rich platforms and 
collaborative learning, mean today’s school designs and facilities look much different than those 
schools designed and built just twenty years ago. With the advent of common core curriculum 
and computerized testing, technology and classrooms learning spaces will need to be adapted 
to better serve the students. 

The following is an overall district-wide summary of general observations from the physical 
condition assessments of the Natomas USD school. The assessment of the facilities are divided 
into the categories of building shells, interiors, services, equipment and furnishings, other 
building construction, and sitework. Those issues that have been identified on each individual 
site assessment summary have been categorized by an urgency of repair level as discussed in 
section 4.6.

4.5.1 Building Shells
The overall condition of building shells is good throughout the district. Most exterior finishes are 
stucco, with some selected brick and tile, and are in overall good condition on a district-wide 
basis. There are some selected issues at sites that involve cracking stucco which needs repair 
and broken or missing tiles, as well as a need for repainting. 

The roofs vary throughout the district from built-up systems on low slope roofs to metal roofs but 
they are also in generally good condition. However, there are needs for roof repairs at numerous 
sites, while some older roofing systems need to be considered for replacement.

Exterior door and window systems are in good condition. Among the issues noted are doors 
that drag on the exterior walks, and need to be adjusted for ADA closure pressures. The 
windows, in both aluminum and hollow metal frames, are in good condition but most glazing is 
tinted which reduces the amount of daylight making it into the spaces.

4.5.2 Interiors
Flooring throughout the district is in good condition and features the use of carpet at classrooms 
and offices, vinyl composition tile at cafeterias and multi-purpose rooms, ceramic tile at 
restrooms and selected entries. There is a need for replacement of carpet and VCT at some 
sites based on age and use.

Most ceilings are traditional 2’ x 4’ suspended acoustical tile systems that are in good condition, 
although tiles that have been damaged or water stained from roof leaks should be replaced 
where they exist. Other ceilings are exposed or gypsum board and painted systems.

Walls are a combination of paint, vinyl wallcovering, and tackboard. The conditions vary greatly 
by site, with older sites in much more need of repainting or replacement while newer sites need 
more of a refresh or clean up. Some spaces are very sterile in their off-white paint and need 
color or other material added to liven up the space.

Some sites have settlement issues on floor slabs that affect flooring and door operations. 
Among the most evident is the sinking of the column footings at the large concrete columns in 
the Natomas Park Elementary School library.

4.5.3 Services
Most HVAC systems consist of individual package units on the roofs, which makes maintenance 
easy. As units become older, there is a need for replacement of them in a methodical and 
orchestrated manner. Energy management systems need to be updated with newer units in an 
effort to improve efficiency.

Lighting systems are predominantly drop-in fluorescent fixtures and have been updated for 
more efficient fixture types at most sites. Consideration should be given to moving to LED 
lighting systems in future modernizations and upgrades due to their energy efficiency and long 
life. Exterior lighting is inadequate at some sites due to lack of fixtures or blockage by trees and 
should be increased for safety and security. 

Low voltage systems need attention at a number of sites, as well as a standardization of fire 
alarm components. As modernizations occur, these systems—intrusion, fire alarm, clocks/
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intercoms, EMS, cable and surveillance—should be upgraded to keep up with changing 
technology. A number of sites need additional cameras installed for increased safety and 
security.

Technology is ever changing and sites need to be upgraded on a regular basis to keep up 
with increased demands on network systems and wireless capabilities. With the on-line 
computerized testing, the backbone and wireless systems need to be upgraded throughout the 
district. There is also a need to provide more flexibility within classrooms so the teachers are 
not tied to a single computer outlet in the corner of the room.

4.5.4 Equipment and Furnishings    
Casework at numerous sites is showing its age and wear and needs to be refreshed. However, 
before casework is replaced or repaired, consideration should be given to the flexibility of the 
21st-century classrooms and the need for more flexible storage systems as opposed to the 
existing static casework provided in classrooms that are 10- to 20-years old.

There are select issues at sites with other pieces of furnishings or equipment, such as operable 
walls, kitchen equipment, projector screens and projectors that need to be repaired or replaced. 
Overall, the technology for projection at assembly spaces and classrooms needs to be 
upgraded district wide.

4.5.5 Other Building Construction
The main issue in this category is the portable classrooms and buildings located on school sites 
throughout the district. Some sites have numerous portables, arranged in somewhat haphazard 
patterns, while access to buildings ranges from individual ramps to on-grade. Overall, many 
portables are in very poor condition and have reached the end of their useful life, thus needing 
to be replaced or completely modernized. Many units need new finishes, upgraded HVAC, and 
technology considerations.

sitework
Includes underground utilities, paving, 
grading, parking, fields, bleachers, 
swimming pools, landscaping and 
irrigation.

assessment categories

Building shells
Includes exterior walls and finishes, roofs 
and drainage, doors and windows.

interiors
Includes interior wall, floor and ceiling 
finishes, doors and windows. 

services
Includes electrical, lighting, power, data, 
signal, fire alarm, phone, clock/PA, 
HVAC equipment, ductwork and controls, 
plumbing and fire sprinklers. 

equipment and furnishings
Includes casework, marker boards, 
screens, projectors, shelving, bleachers, 
stage/theater accessories, kitchen 
equipment and other accessory items.

Other Building construction
Includes life safety components, ADA, 
portables, sustainability and structural 
integrity components.

There are various shade structures throughout the District. They are newer units and in good 
condition, although more are needed at each site.

Progressive sustainable building features have only been incorporated into the District’s newest 
high school, Inderkum, which uses various types of systems in its design, although some are 
not working to their optimum. Consideration should be given to providing selected sustainability 
features such as PV panels, in future construction projects.

4.5.6 Site Work
There are minimal site ADA issues due to the newer age of sites and subsequent projects 
done on sites over the years. However, a major issue throughout the district sites is settlement 
issues for hard courts and sidewalks. Due to the poor soil and poor preparation originally done 
in construction, hard courts will need to be replaced at some sites. The walks have places that 
have lifted or dropped and have been grinded at edges to prevent trip hazards. Another issue 
affecting the walks is tree roots which are growing outward along the surface as opposed to 
growing down. Trees may need to be removed in locations with roots ground.

There are issues with parking and drop-off flows that need to be addressed at most school sites 
to increase safety and security, as well as the need to add additional parking at a number of 
sites.

Additional fencing is needed for securing perimeters at several school sites, while some fencing 
needs to be modified at school entrances to provide a secured entry onto the campus.

 

4.6 Repair Urgency Criteria
The repair items identified through the physical condition field assessments are categorized 
by urgency on the Facility Conditions Assessment spreadsheet provided with each site under 
“modernization cost-categorized by urgency”. The urgency categories are as follows:

Urgency Category 3. This is the most urgent category classification for repair of an item 
deficiency and is projected to be done immediately. Work under this category is envisioned to 
occur under the District’s short-term strategic planning phase. 

Urgency Category 2. This is the second most urgent category classification for repair of 
an item deficiency and is projected to be done within one to five years. Work under this category 
is envisioned to occur under the District’s short-term strategic planning phase.

Urgency Category 1. This is the third most urgent category classification for repair of an 
item deficiency and is projected to be done within five to ten years. Work under this category is 
envisioned to occur under the District’s long-term strategic planning phase.

Urgency Category 0. This is the least urgent category classification for repair of an item 
deficiency and is projected to be done within ten to fifteen years. Work under this category is 
envisioned to occur under the District’s long-term strategic planning phase.

In reviewing the costs established for these items in the Facility Condition Assessment 
spreadsheet for each site, the costs identified include a cost escalation factor of 3 percent per 
year for inflation of goods and services.
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4.7 Other Assessment Considerations

4.7.1 Seismic Retrofit/Upgrades
The Division of the State Architect (DSA) recently did an archive review of projects to develop 
a list of school sites with buildings in need of being potentially seismically retrofit or upgraded 
as part of a new seismic mitigation program passed by the legislature know as AB 300. The 
identification of individual buildings on every school site in the state of California was done 
based strictly on age of building, as indicated by drawings submitted, and type of construction in 
comparison to current code standards. 

Of course, building code standards are ever changing as new information is learned through 
historical, and generally catastrophic events. As buildings are modernized and renovated, 
they are required to meet new codes. However, if the remodel work is limited to the interior 
and exterior face of the building and the building loads are not increased by more than 10 
percent, present DSA code standards do not require the building to be seismically upgraded to 
current codes. Since most school modernization projects are limited to non-bearing walls and 
cosmetics, the seismic upgrade provision is seldom triggered.

DSA has provided a list of sites with individual buildings identified for possible seismic 
upgrades. The list does not include any school sites or buildings in Natomas USD. It should 
be noted that although buildings may or may not be on the DSA list, each individual building 
requires further complete structural analysis by a registered structural engineer to confirm their 
deficiencies or degree of deficiencies and whether they should or should not be eligible.

The Office of Public School Construction currently administers the eligibility and release of state 
funding for school construction through the approval of the State Allocation Board. The funding 
is based on numerous criteria and programs and funded through voter approved bonds and 
their subsequent sale on the open market to investors. State bond funds are currently almost 
depleted; however, funds are still presently available within the seismic mitigation program that 
was developed to address the seismic deficiencies identified in schools statewide through the 
DSA report. The seismic mitigation program was included as a component of the last publicly 
approved bond. 

Buildings that are not on the DSA list can be reviewed and, if found to be deficient, in whole 
or part, by a structural analysis performed by a licensed structural engineer contracted by the 
school district,  the buildings can become eligible for state funding for their upgrade as long as 
funds continue to be available.

4.7.2 Hazardous Materials
The assessments note the presence of hazardous containing materials in observations when 
they were obvious. However, a district wide hazardous material assessment and AHERA report 
have not been generated in the assessment process so we do not have a complete accounting 
of all potential hazardous materials so a current report needs to be developed. Given the 
relative young age of Natomas USD facilities, only minor hazardous material amounts are 
anticipated to be found. 

4.7.3 American with Disabilities Act (ADA)
The site assessments identify ADA issues that were easily observed on each school site. 
However, an in-depth ADA report of each item that would be prepared by a Certified Access 
Specialist (CAS) inspector was not within the scope of the facility assessments. The obvious 
and most noteworthy access issues are identified in the assessments. As each individual 
project is identified, such as modernizations or hard-court upgrades, they will be required to 
address and upgrade access components to meet current codes and ADA standards, including 
restrooms, parking, and path of travel.

4.8 Technology Infrastructure/Replacement  
Needs Assessment

Technology is the cornerstone of 21st-century learning environments and requires an extensive 
and comprehensive infrastructure system to operate effectively. The Natomas Unified School 
District and their IT Department, has worked diligently over the last decade to expand and 
improve their technology systems. However, components within the systems continue to 
become outdated and/or reached the end of their useful life. With the continued explosion of 
the internet and wireless communication, as well as the need to place computer or tablet type 
devices in classrooms for personal research and the new standardized testing, technology 
systems need to be further expanded.

As a district-wide technology plan is further developed, projects will be specifically identified 
for sites and the District‘s overall backbone. Since these technology components can be done 
as stand-alone projects per site, it is anticipated that they will be done as independent projects 
except where they can be integrated into new modernization type projects that would occur. 
Therefore, the costs associated for the technology infrastructure are above and beyond the 
project costs identified on the individual site project lists.

21st-ceNtUrY learNiNg eNviroNmeNts

engage

Joplin High school. 
Providing access to 
technology anywhere 
and everywhere 
enables access to 
learning anywhere and 
everywhere.

technology

learning from the 
workplace. Students 
will work in environments 
where there’s no front of 
the classroom. Attention 
is now focused on people, 
interaction, teaming and 
expanded connections 
through personal 
and shared mobile 
technologies.
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4.9 Planning Approach

The planning approach for the FMP was much more than sketches, doodles, and pretty 
pictures. The process itself evoked thought-provoking questions that were fundamental to the 
planning and comprehensive in nature. In many cases the questions did not have a “right” or 
“wrong” answer, but rather a best approach or direction. The planning was done knowing that 
the master plan for each site is a living document, to be adapted with changes in the educational 
environment or the demographics of Natomas Unified School District.

Among the questions considered in the planning approach included:

• What are the short- and long-term goals of a site?
• Are the campuses the right size? 
• Are there programs that cannot be offered due to lack of facilities?
• Should each school offer the same programs and have the same facilities?
• Should certain facilities be regionalized and shared?
• Do the current facilities support the new direction of education with regards to 21st-century 

learning and common core?  
• What is the District’s view and approach regarding sustainability?
• What are the site’s enrollment trends?
• Do grade level adjustments need to be made at sites? 
• How easily can projects be phased in their development?
• Can	we	provide	flexibility	in	the	master	plan	for	future	shifts	in	ideology?
• What would be the “right” thing to do and not the “safe” thing to do with the site?
Foremost in the approach to the master planning was alignment with the guiding principles of 
design for Natomas USD. Each site’s master plan was developed with an eye on the guiding 
principles with projects identified under the five categories of design principles of community, 
collaboration, safety/security, sustainability, and technology.

4.10 The Master Plan
Based upon the community input, physical condition facility assessments, educational 
adequacy assessments, and District staff and governing board direction, DLR Group 
developed a facilities master  plan for each school site, both charter and non-charter, as well as 
undeveloped District property to identify future schools. The master plan includes the following 
components:

• Develop strategic approach to growth and options
• Graphic	site/floor	plan	identifying	proposed	site	planning	projects	and	objectives
• Master plan objectives tied to the guiding principles
• Master plan educational objectives and initiatives as they relate to facility needs
• Identification	of	facility	plan	options
• Identification	of	sustainable	opportunities
• Identification	of	key	21st-century	learning	enhancements
• Alternative	ideas	for	site,	including	grade	level	changes	and	school	reconfigurations
• Establishment of projects and project costs
The objective of this step in the FMP is to develop a “roadmap” for the facility program for all 
NUSD school sites. This master plan document defines uses/functions and size parameters 
of the specific facilities and the spaces required at a school site to effectively respond to 
instructional programs.

The process places considerable emphasis on developing a vision for the future by looking 
at how individualized learning activities, collaborative learning activities and environments, 
integrated technology systems, exploratory-lab based programs, outdoor learning 
environments, charter schools and community partnerships will impact each of NUSD’s school 
campuses. 

We also explored the hard questions. Is it economical to renovate and modernize this site? 
Does the site need to be re-purposed or redefined? Which site gets what major functional 
facility components? In the end, each school site master plan identifies a series of future 
projects, from remodel and modernization work to new buildings, new fields and site 
improvements, to support the strategic plan, guiding principles and educational objectives of 
Natomas Unified School District.
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21st-ceNtUrY learNiNg 
eNviroNmeNts

A key component of the master planning process was 
the review of sites for 21st-century learning environment 
opportunities. These site reviews by the DLR Group team 
of designers and educational planners provided focus 
on building and space layouts, functions, educationally 
relevant and required components rather than the physical 
nature of the original assessments. The environments 
required	close	looks	at	varying	classroom	configurations,	
library/media centers and interaction with outdoor spaces. 
Master	plans	specifically	identified	buildings	and	spaces	
for adaption to 21st-century collaboration and technology 
infused learning environments.
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4.11 Navigating the Master Plan
In order to accurately read or navigate the proposed site master plans, it is critical to understand 
what is being shown and how to interpret the graphics and information. For each school site, the 
following graphic plans are provided:

Existing Site Aerial Plan—Shows a current aerial photo view of the site, along with the 
surroundings.

Existing Floor Plan—Shows the current layout (programming) of the site’s buildings and 
rooms, color-coded to indicate the type and use of each room. 

Proposed Master Site/Floor Aerial Plan—The plan depicts the proposed planning changes 
to the site by using a color-coded system, notes and master plan tags to call out specific 
projects. 

The Master Plan Tags—Major projects are indicated under one of the five design guiding 
principles of the District, collaboration, community, sustainability, safety/security and 
technology. In order to identify the projects on the master plans, “master plan tags” are used. 
Those identified projects can then be found on the “Proposed Project Lists” with costs.

Planning Legend—Using a color-coded system, the different types of projects are identified by 
color as referenced in the planning legend. The legend project categories are as follows:

Demo/Remove/Relocate—Buildings, structures, and portables to be demolished or removed 
from the site

Existing Building—An existing building that is not intended to be modified or modernized, but 
to remain in its current state

New Construction—Construction of a new building or building structure (shade structure) or 
building element (facade)

Refresh—An update of finishes within a space or building, such as carpet and paint

Modernization—remodel and renovation of a building, generally concentrated on the interior 
that includes a wide range of components, from finishes to systems to windows and envelope

Repurpose—Changing a space or room from current use to a new intended-program use; this 
generally requiring reconfiguration of walls, equipment and systems within the space or room 
along with updating and modernizing

Reconfigure—Rooms and spaces, or a series of them, to be reconfigured in their physical 
layout of walls and equipment and modernized to upgrade the rooms; this designation identifies 
21st-century learning environment spaces where rooms are infused with technology, provided 
flexibility and establish collaboration spaces, while embracing the outdoor learning environment 

Enhance Site Work—Upgrading and enhancement of courtyards, plazas, quads and other 
areas of the site through the installation of landscaping, seating, concrete gathering areas, 
trees, and shade structures to provide gathering spaces for outdoor learning and collaboration

Upgrade Playfield—Repair of irrigation systems and field surfaces, including grading and 
plantings, as required

Upgrade Hard Court—Repair hard court playground surfaces, generally asphalt paving, as 
required

The master plans for each site and campus are included at the end of Chapter 4.

EXISTING PROGRAMMING

Building Support

Music / Art

Media Center

Food Service

Special Education

CTE

Restrooms / Lockers

Non NUSD Program

Computer Lab

Classroom

Multi-purpose / Athletics

Science Classroom

Collaboration Room

Administration

PLANNING LEGEND

Repurpose

Refresh

Reconfigure

Enhance Site Work

Upgrade Hard Court

Reconfigure Parking

Upgrade Playfield

Demo / Remove

Modernize

New Construction

Existing Building

(N)

(E)Co COLLABORATION
Co-1	 Repurpose	to	Kindergarten	

Pod	w/	Shared	Work	Room
Co-2	 Reconfigure	Kindergarten	

Play	Area	&	Relocate	Portable	
Kindergarten	Building

Co-3	 Develop	Exterior	for	Outdoor	
Learning

Co-4	 Repurpose	Cafeteria	for	21st-
Century	Learning	Environment	
Collaboration	Center

Co-5	 Reconfigure	MP	/	Learning	
Center	for	21st-Century	
Learning	Environment	
Collaboration	Center

C COMMUNITY
C-1		 New	Multi-Purpose	Building

SS SAFETY / SECURITY
SS-1	 Reconfigure	&	Expand	Parking	

/	Drop-off
SS-2	 Provide	Security	Fence

S SUSTAINABILITY
S-1		 Relocate	&	Enhance	Garden
S-2	 Expand	Hard	Court

WHAT IS PROPOSED FOR SITE?

sample master plan legend
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4.12 Implementation

4.12.1 Introduction and Process 
After the master plans were developed for each site, the questions asked were: “Where do 
we go from here?” and “How do we use the information?”  This is what then happened in the 
finalization and implementation phase of the FMP process for Natomas Unified School District, 
that includes the identification of specific projects and costing of the projects. 

To finalize this phase, all elements of the master plan were reviewed, checked and corrected 
and the reports printed and compiled. After an original presentation to the Board of Trustees of 
the draft FMP on June 11, 2014, the final master plan was presented for board approval on June 
25, 2014. The following is an overview of the key components developed during this phase.

ELEMENtARy / K–8 SCHooLS

School

Facility Condition 
Assessment  

Short-Term (Urgency 2-3)

Facility Condition 
Assessment  

Long-Term (Urgency 0-1) Master Plan Projects Site Totals

American Lakes $2,267,940 $5,424,216 $8,553,600 $16,245,756
Bannon Creek $3,632,702 $261,181 $9,372,038 $13,265,921
H. Allen Hight $679,959 $4,987,017 $1,132,650 $6,799,626
Jefferson $3,336,047 $2,132,745 $9,589,050 $15,057,842
Natomas Park $1,378,821 $3,852,725 $6,058,125 $11,289,671
Two Rivers $1,012,314 $3,354,125 $813,578 $5,180,017
Witter Ranch $2,235,958 $3,085,854 $3,872,610 $9,194,422
Heron K-8 $1,219,870 $5,430,215 $10,536,750 $17,186,835
Bannon Creek K-8* 0 0 $13,041,000 $13,041,000

H. Allen Hight K-8+ 0 0 $27,681,750 $27,681,750
TOTALS $15,763,611 $28,528,078 $90,651,151 $134,942,840
*Totals are for additional facilities for K-8 conversion. See Bannon Creek ES for othersite project costs.  
+Totals are for additional facilities for K-8 conversion of site.  See Hight ES and Natomas MS for other site project costs.

MIDDLE / HIGH SCHooLS

School

Facility Condition 
Assessment  

Short-Term (Urgency 2-3)

Facility Condition 
Assessment  

Long-Term (Urgency 0-1) Master Plan Projects Site Totals
Natomas Middle $1,439,882 $1,559,777 $3,369,601 $6,369,260
Discovery High $506,306 $307,881 $2,067,525 $2,881,712
Inderkum High $1,273,953 $3,963,717 $3,962,250 $9,199,920
Natomas High $516,658 $4,007,974 $5,683,500 $10,208,132
TOTALS $3,736,799 $9,839,349 $15,082,876 $28,659,024

CHARtER SCHooLS

School

Facility Condition 
Assessment  

Short-Term (Urgency 2-3)

Facility Condition 
Assessment  

Long-Term (Urgency 0-1) Master Plan Projects Site Totals
Leroy Greene Academy $3,682,732 $353,482 $3,712,500 $7,748,714
Natomas Charter $584,557 $1,923,545 $3,901,500 $6,409,602
Natomas Charter: Star 
Academy (New Site)

0 0 $24,834,330 $24,834,330

NP3 Middle and High $2,069,724 $11,007,492 $14,673,825 $27,751,041
Westlake Charter  
(Existing Site)

0° 0° $3,442,250 $3,442,250

Westlake Charter (New 
Site)

0 0 $34,113,420 $34,113,420

TOTALS $6,337,013 $13,284519 $84,677,825 $104,299,357
°FCA costs included under Master Plan Projects

totALS ALL SItES $25,837,423 $51,651,946 $190,411,852 $267,901,221

ADDITIONAL COSTS TOTALS
Elementary School  
Site #1

45,000 sf x $380/sf x15% escalation x30% soft cost $25,564,500 

Elementary School  
Site #2

45,000 sf x $380/sf x15% escalation x30% soft cost $25,564,500 

Middle School Site #1 80,000 sf x $380/sf x 15% escalation x30% soft cost $45,448,000 
Middle School Site #2^ 80,000 sf x $380/sf x 15% escalation x25% soft cost $43,700,000 
TOTALS $140,277,000
 
^NUSD owns Site #2 which reduces soft costs 

GRAND totALS $408,178,221

4.12.2 What Does it ALL Cost?
A “roadmap” for the future of the Natomas Unified School District would not be complete 
without knowing the costs to navigate the road to the future. Each of the improvements noted 
on the physical conditions assessment and master plan projects have been provided with a 
“construction” cost and a “total project” cost. The “construction” cost represents the actual 
cost of the construction (including the contractor burden and contingency), also known as 
“hard costs”. The “total project” costs include the hard construction costs plus “soft costs,” 
which include: architectural and engineering fees, agency fees, testing and inspections, 
contingencies, minor escalation, administrative fees, legal fees, reproduction, and advertising 
expenses. The soft costs are provided at 35 percent of the total construction costs. As projects 
are done in future years, construction cost escalation will need to be accounted for in project 
budgets.

The tables below are a summary of draft cost estimates for each site, and projected sites, with 
overall District-wide costs. All cost estimates provided here and within the FMP are current 
drafts and subject to change..

The costs presented in the tables below have been developed to be conservative long-
term projections (meaning projection of a significant increase in escalation costs). Given 
the moratorium status and the actual costs of the projects listed in the FMP, the costs could 
potentially range from $363,323,800* to $408,178,221+. The actual price would in part depend 
on when each project of the FMP was completed within the 15 year timeframe.

*This cost represents projected expenses five years out.

+This cost represents projected construction cost escalation (inflationary increase of services 
and goods similar to the consumer price index). The escalation costs are compounded over 
time at 3% per year.
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4.12.3 Project Funding Opportunities
With the identification of projects, project priority guidelines and the associated costs of the 
work, it is clear the District needs to consider all funding opportunities for implementation in 
order to maximize their program. Although the scope of the Natomas USD Facilities Master 
Plan is not to develop funding mechanisms for projects, it is critically important to identify 
options to explore in moving forward.

4.12.3.1 State of California School Facilities Construction Program Financing

The State of California has partially funded local school construction through their School 
Facilities Construction Program, which has been in place in its present form for over 20 years. 
This program relies on the state, through initial implementation by the legislature, gaining voter 
approval of bonds that are then sold on the open market. The state has continually placed 
bond measures in front of voters to gain approval every four to six years. The last state bond 
for school funding, Proposition 1D, was passed in November 2006 for a total of $10.4 billion. 
However, due to the economic downturn, the state did not place a bond measure on the 2012 
ballot within its regular cycle and, it it unknown if one will be placed on the 2014 ballot.

Currently, state bond funds are almost expended (through sales that have taken longer than 
expected due to the great recession) and the state is no longer accepting projects for funding 
approval in most all funding categories. To complicate the situation further, the state has been 
re-assessing the current School Facilities Program and will be developing new guidelines once 
a future bond is approved. This creates great uncertainty for every District in the state moving 
forward so the securing of local bond financing is critical to the improvement of District facilities.

There are various categories of state funds that have been available through Proposition 1D; 
however, these categories are nearly all expended and may not be available in the same form in 
future bonds. Those include the following major categories:

New Construction. These funds, $1.9 billion in Prop 1D, are made available to a district 
based on growth increases which require additional facilities. The present state program 
provides for a 50 percent contribution by both the State and the district based on the state’s 
calculation of facility costs. Unfortunately, the state uses cost factors that are below market 
reality, especially with new 21st-century technology rich classrooms. This funding is currently 
unavailable.

Modernization. These funds, $3.3 billion in Prop 1D, are made available to a district based 
on the age of facilities. Currently, permanent buildings over twenty-five years of age, can qualify 

for funding based on a 60/40 percent split with the state providing the higher funding. As with 
the new construction, the modernization funds use costs that are not in concert with actual 
costs. This funding is currently unavailable.

High Performance Schools. These funds, $100 million in Prop 1D, were carved out 
of the last state bond to provide incentive funding for schools to design more energy efficient 
facilities. This funding is currently unavailable.

Career technical Education Facilities. These funds, $500 million in Prop 1D, were 
reserved for career educational or CTE Facilities in a commitment to getting a career ready 
workforce developed. This funding is currently unavailable.

Joint-use Facilities. These funds, $29 million in Prop 1D, were designated to promote 
joint use and funding with other public agencies to create cost savings. This funding is currently 
unavailable.

Severely overcrowded. At some $1 billion in Prop 1D, these funds went to District’s 
severely impacted by rapid growth. This funding is currently unavailable. 

Other funding categories include charter schools and emergency repair.

There will likely be funds available from the state again, the questions abound as to when, how 
much and in what format. General consensus is that the funding from the state will be reduced 
from the 50 percent and 60 percent levels under the current program to place more burden on 
local contributions.

4.12.3.2 Seismic Mitigation

Currently referred to as AB 300, the State has upwards of $100 million still available in this 
program for the upgrading of older buildings to current seismic considerations. As discussed 
previously in the report, Natomas USD has no buildings identified as potentially seismically 
deficient. 

4.12.3.3 Proposition 39

Passed by California voters in 2012, Prop 39 provides funding for school districts throughout the 
state for energy-related projects from solar photovoltaic (PV) panels to window replacements 
and system replacements. These types of projects have been incorporated into the master plan, 

generally as PV systems on buildings and as covered shelters. The further incorporation of 
these projects and funding should be accounted for in planning future projects as well.

4.12.3.4 Developer Fees

These fees may be imposed on new residential construction projects in the District in an effort 
to fund new school campuses or growth, based on the burden of students that would come with 
new housing projects. The District should continue to collect these fees at the highest possible 
level to augment future projects. The developer fees may be used for any type of construction 
project, from modernization to new campuses. However, until the current construction 
moratorium is lifted within the District, there will be no funds available from this source.

4.12.3.5 District General Obligation Bond Funding

Natomas USD may need to continue to seek voter approval of future bonds, likely on 8-year 
cycles, to fund the renovation and expansion of the District’s schools and infrastructure. 
Therefore, it is critical to the long-term district success of their facilities that the community is 
engaged and trust maintained through a transparent process of communication.

4.12.3 Prioritizing Projects

The repair and master plan projects identified for each site as part of the 2014 Natomas USD 
Facilities Master Plan have not been prioritized. Short-and long-term costs have been identified 
based on urgency and the District’s strategic planning for the school sites. Final prioritization of 
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projects will be determined by the Natomas USD Board of Trustees as they arise.

4.13  The Sites: What Does This All Mean?
When developing a master plan for each school, a myriad of information and data is collected 
and analyzed to produce master plan drawings with identified project lists and costs. In order to 
understand the information provided within each school site summary, it is important to clarify 
the process used and content provided to answer the question “what does this all mean?”

Following the school’s cover page and mission statement, the introduction page provides 
general information about the school campus as it relates to location, size, enrollment and 
academic performance. Included is the school’s Academic Performance Index (API), state 
ranking against other schools based on the API score (on a scale of 1 to 10), and similar 
schools in the state ranking (on a scale of 1 to 10) which takes into consideration demographics, 
improvement data and teacher characteristics. The positive or negative change in the API score 
over the last three years is also noted.

The student population page provides enrollment history and projections, summary of 
where students are coming from, and a map with school attendance boundary. 

The Facility Condition Assessment provides a written overview of the findings of the 
physical conditions of the campus and its buildings based on the assessment criteria of shell, 
interiors, services, equipment and furnishings, other building construction and site work. This 
summary includes facility space data and usage. 

The Facility Condition Assessment also provides a listing of site deficiencies with suggested 
corrective action, urgency and costs. The urgency is based on a 0–3 scale with 3 being 
an immediate need. The costs include construction cost only and soft costs (35 percent of 
construction costs).

The Educational Functional Adequacy Assessment provides an overview of the 
layout and function of the site, along with the finding of adequacy based on CDE standards and 
those of similar schools. Parking, security, and site functional conditions are also assessed.

Comments collected at a Community Forum are also provided in the report, along with 
each school’s top priorities for improvement. These lists include “needs” to repair the campus, 
along with ideas and “wants” to enhance and transform the campus for 21st-century learning. 

An existing site plan is provided as a reference and show all rooms and uses in addition to 
site components.

The proposed master site and floor plan shows each campus as it could ultimately 
be developed through renovation, modernization, reconfiguration, repurposed facilities or new 
construction. 

It is also important to note that proposed projects have been listed by the guiding principles for 
design established by the District in the initial phase of the FMP. (Guiding principles are critical 
to the work of master-planning and school design. They prove invaluable as projects unfold, 
help leaders focus their work, and clarify important decisions when individual interests come 
in conflict with overall goals.) The five guiding principles—collaboration, community, 
safety and security, sustainability, and technology—will provide ongoing design 
direction as NUSD makes important educational, architectural, financial and community 
decisions.

All proposed master plans use a color-coded system with a corresponding legend for reference, 
including the following: 

• Refresh,	which	refers	to	minor	improvement	of	interior	finishes	only
• Modernization, which refers to the renovation and repair of facilities 
• Repurpose, which indicates spaces or rooms being converted to a new use
• Reconfigure,	which	indicates	a	major	modernization	with	moving	and/or	removal	of	walls	for	

a 21st-century learning environment 
• New construction
• Enhanced site work
• Playfield	updates	
• Hard court updates
• Parking	reconfiguration
The proposed master plan projects, costs, and recommendations provides 
a listing of the projects identified on the master plan, listed by guiding principle, with associated 
construction and total project costs (construction costs plus soft costs). Site recommendations 
for both short- and long-term master plan goals are noted..



4
site summaries
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